August 2007 MoneyMinute – Lighten Up!
By Jennifer Cray, CFP®
If the markets have been bringing out your Inner Worrywart, we encourage you to relax. These
timeless quotes will help you restore your sense of humor about things financial:
Dorothy Parker: The two most beautiful words in the English language are "check enclosed."
Errol Flynn: My problem lies in reconciling my gross habits with my net income.
Groucho Marx: Money frees you from doing things you dislike. Since I dislike doing nearly
everything, money is handy.
J. Paul Getty: If you can count your money, you don't have a billion dollars.
Jackie Mason: I have enough money to last me the rest of my life, unless I buy something.
Katharine Whitehorn: The easiest way for your children to learn about money is for you not to
have any.
Woody Allen: If only God would give me some clear sign! Like making a large deposit in my
name in a Swiss bank.
Fran Liebowitz: I've done the calculation and your chances of winning the lottery are identical
whether you play or not.
Steven Wright: You can't have everything. Where would you put it?
George Bernard Shaw: Lack of money is the root of all evil.
Leo Rosten: Money can't buy happiness, but neither can poverty.
Kin Hubbard: The safest way to double your money is to fold it over and put it in your pocket.
Rita Rudner: Someday I want to be rich. Some people get so rich they lose all respect for
humanity. That's how rich I want to be.
And my own favorite...
Woody Allen: Money is better than poverty, if only for financial reasons.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Investor's Capital Management, LLC provides financial planning and manages investment assets so that
clients can relax and stop worrying about it. Many of our clients are self-directed investors, and we enjoy
helping them become more successful by following our professionally designed and monitored portfolios.
Our professional services are cost-efficient, and it’s rare when a client doesn’t make or save

more than it costs. As independent financial planners, we have a fiduciary responsibility to our
clients to always put their best interests first. This may seem obvious to you, but in fact it is all too rare in
the financial services area.
We are fee-only financial planners. A client's fee is the only payment we receive so that we work solely in
their best interests. We do not take product commissions, nor do we gain from any portfolio activity. No
sales pressure - ever!
The articles page on our website covers planning issues from real estate to long-term care, from
investment risk to college funding, and more. See the rest at: http://www.feesonly.com/Articles.html.
OUR MISSION:
Giving clients the clarity and confidence they need to make consistently sound choices. If we may be of
assistance in any way during the weeks and months ahead, please call or email. Check out our financial
planning services: http://www.feesonly.com.
For others who may benefit from the monthly MoneyMinute, please forward. To sign up for your own
copy: http://www.feesonly.com/moneyminute.html.
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